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PART I—PRELIMINARY

1. These regulations may be cited as the Classification of Publications Regulations, 1985.

2. These regulations shall take effect from 1 April 1985.

3. In these regulations, unless the context otherwise requires:

"the Act" means the Classification of Publications Act, 1974.

"A.C.T. law" means the Classification of Publications Ordinance 1983 of the Australian
Capital Territory (including the regulations under that Ordinance) as in force from time to
time.

"trailer" means a film that comprises or includes excerpts from another film and is designed
to advertise that other film.

4. The Classification of Publications Regulations, 1982 (No. 157 of 1982) made under the
Act on 19 August 1982 and published in the Government Gazette of the same day at page 521, as
varied, are revoked.

Corresponding law
5. For the purposes of section 14 of the Act, the A.C.T. law is a corresponding law.

Corresponding classifications
5a. For the purposes of section 14 of the Act, a classification of a publication under a

corresponding law as a category 1 or 2 restricted publication or a "G", "PG", "M", "MA" or "R"
film corresponds to a classification in the same terms under the Act.

6. Where the Board considers the classification to be assigned to a publication that is a film
at the request of any person such person shall pay to the Board a fee of $35.00 which is not
refundable.

7. (1) An application pursuant to section 15 of the Act for the review of a classification
assigned to a publication may be lodged with the Registrar of the Board and must be in the form
set out in Schedule 1.

(2) An application referred to in subregulation (1) of this regulation must be accompanied by
seven copies of the publication, where the publication is not a film, of which six copiers shall be
returned to the applicant after the Board’s decision in respect of the application has been made.

(3) An application for review by the Board, in respect of a publication that is a film, must
be accompanied by a fee of $50 which is not refundable.
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PART II

MARKING OF PUBLICATIONS OTHER THAN FILMS

Purpose of regs. 8 and 9
7a. Regulations 8 and 9 are made for the purposes of section 18(4) of the Act.

8. (1) A publication, other than a film, that is a category 1 restricted publication must be
marked on its front:

(a) with a symbol in the form of a capital letter "R" enclosed within but not touched by a
diamond the letter being not less than 5 mm and not more than 10 mm in height; and

(b) alongside the symbol referred to in paragraph (a) of this subregulation, with the
words:

"Category 1 Restricted Publication—Not available to persons under 18 years. Not to
be exhibited publicly unless in a sealed package.".

(2) Where a category 1 restricted publication, other than a film, is displayed in a sealed
package that is opaque such package must be marked on its front with the markings referred to in
subregulation (1) of this regulation.

9. A publication, other than a film, that is a category 2 restricted publication must be marked
on its front:

(a) with a symbol in the form of a capital letter "R" enclosed within but not touched by a
diamond the letter being not less than 5 mm and not more than 10 mm in height; and

(b) alongside the symbol referred to in paragraph (a) of this regulation, with the words:

"Category 2 Restricted Publication—Not available to persons under 18 years. Not to
be sold or exhibited except in a restricted publications area. To be delivered only on
direct request and in opaque wrapping. Not to be advertised publicly.".

* * * * * * * * * *

11. (1) No person shall display, sell, deliver or otherwise deal with an unclassified
publication, other than a film, if such publication is marked in a manner specified in this Division.

(2) Any person who is in breach of or fails to comply with this regulation shall be guilty of
an offence and liable to a penalty not exceeding $2 000.
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PART III

FILMS

DIVISION I—MARKING OF FILMS AND CONTAINERS

Application and interpretation
11a. (1) This Division applies to any film classified under the Act.

(2) In this Division—

(a) a reference to the classification symbol appropriate to a film is a reference to—

(i) in the case of a "G" film—the symbol G ;

(ii) in the case of a "PG" film—the symbol PG ;

(iii) in the case of an "M" film—the symbol M 15+;

(iiia) in the case of an "MA" film—the symbol MA 15+;

(iv) in the case of an "R" film—the symbol R 18+;

(b) a reference to the classification description appropriate to a film is a reference to—

(i) in the case of a "G" film—the description "for general exhibition";

(ii) in the case of a "PG" film—the description "parental guidance recommended
for persons under 15 years";

(iii) in the case of an "M" film—the description "recommended for mature
audiences 15 years and over";

(iiib) in the case of an "MA" film—the description "restrictions apply to persons
under the age of fifteen years";

(iv) in the case of an "R" film—the description "restricted to adults 18 years and
over";

(c) a reference to consumer advice appropriate to a film is a reference to a statement, if
any, setting out a warning or advice about the contents of the film to be given to
potential consumers included in the certificate of classification of the film issued by
the Board or the Censorship Board within the meaning of the A.C.T. law.

Images to be displayed on film or trailer
11b. (1) Each film must include an image (displayed before the film or contemporaneously

with the title of the film) of—

(a) the appropriate classification symbol;

(b) the appropriate classification description;
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and

(c) the appropriate consumer advice, if any.

(2) Subject to subregulation (3), a trailer must include an image (displayed before the film or
contemporaneously with the title of the film) of the classification symbol appropriate to the film
advertised in the trailer.

(3) In the case of a trailer advertising an "M" film or an "MA" film the numerals and plus
sign forming part of the classification symbol need not be displayed.

(4) The design for the image required to be included in a film or trailer and the length of
time for which it is displayed must be such as to ensure that the image is clearly legible to a
person viewing the film or trailer.

(5) A person who sells, displays or delivers on sale a film or trailer that does not comply
with this regulation is guilty of an offence.

Penalty: $2 000.

Marking of video cassette and cover
11c. (1) This regulation is made for the purposes of section 18(4) of the Act.

(2) The spine of a video cassette must be marked with the classification symbol appropriate
to the film contained in the cassette.

(3) Subject to subregulation (4), a video cassette cover that includes written or pictorial
matter relating to the film it contains must be marked as follows:

(a) on a band, 20 mm in width, across the base of the front of the cover there must be
displayed—

(i) at the left hand edge, the classification symbol appropriate to the film
contained in the cassette;

(ii) immediately to the right of that symbol, the appropriate classification
description;

and

(iii) directly beneath that description, the appropriate consumer advice (if any);

(b) the appropriate classification symbol must also be displayed—

(i) on a band, 20 mm in width, across the base of the spine of the cover;

and

(ii) on a rectangular space, 30 mm × 20 mm, at the right hand edge of the base
of the back of the cover (the shorter measurement being taken from the
bottom edge of the cover);
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(c) no further information may be displayed on the parts of the cover referred to in
paragraphs (a) and (b).

Marking of film container other than video cassette or video cassette cover
11d. For the purposes of section 18(4) of the Act, any package, container, wrapping or

casing (other than a video cassette or video cassette cover) that is designed or used to hold a film
and that contains a film and includes written or pictorial matter relating to the film must be marked
in a prominent position with—

(a) the appropriate classification symbol;

(b) the appropriate classification description;

and

(c) the appropriate consumer advice, if any.

Standards for markings under this Division
11e. (1) Any marking required to be displayed under this Division must be of a size not less

than that specified in schedule 4.

(2) The typeface and colours used for any markings required to be displayed under this
Division must be such as to ensure that the markings are clearly visible.

Films classified before 1 June, 1990
11f. Where a film has been assigned a classification under the Act before 1 June, 1990, and

that classification has not subsequently been altered, the film and any package, container, wrapping
or casing containing such a film may, instead of being marked in accordance with these
regulations, be marked in accordance with the regulations as in force immediately prior to that
date.

12. (1) No person shall display, sell, deliver or otherwise deal with an unclassified
publication that is a film if such film is marked in the manner specified in this Division.

(2) Any person who is in breach of or fails to comply with this regulation shall be guilty of
an offence and liable to a penalty not exceeding $2 000.

DIVISION II—ADVERTISEMENTS

Offence relating to advertisements
13. (1) A person who publishes a printed advertisement of a film that has been classified

under the Act is guilty of an offence if the advertisement does not comply with this Division.

Penalty: $2 000.

(2) It is a defence to a charge of an offence against subregulation (1) if the defendant
proves—

(a) that he or she took no part in determining the contents of the advertisement;

and
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(b) that he or she could not reasonably be expected to have known that the advertisement
did not comply with the Division.

Markings to be displayed in printed advertisements
13a. (1) Subject to subregulation (2), each printed advertisement of a film that has been

classified under the Act must display the classification symbol, classification description and
consumer advice (if any) appropriate to the film advertised.

(2) In the case of a printed advertisement for an "M" film or an "MA" film that occupies an
area of less than 150 cm2, the numerals and plus sign forming part of the classification symbol
need not be displayed.

(3) The markings required to be displayed in an advertisement under this regulation must be
displayed as close as practicable to the title of the film advertised.

Standards for markings under this Division
13b. (1) Subject to this regulation, any marking required to be displayed under this Division

must be of a size not less than that specified in schedule 4.

(2) Where a printed advertisement of a film classified under the Act occupies an area of less
than 150 cm2, the markings required to be displayed in that advertisement must be not less than
half the height of the general character size in the main title of the film advertised.

(3) The typeface and colours used for any marking required to be displayed under this
Division must be such as to ensure that the markings are clearly visible.

DIVISION III—SIGNS

Signs to be displayed at film outlets
13c. (1) For the purposes of section 18(4aa) of the Act, at least one sign complying with

subregulation (2) must be displayed in a conspicuous place where, and in such form that, the sign
may be conveniently read by any person on the premises.

(2) The sign must contain the following information, printed in characters not less than 15
mm high and in a dark colour on a light coloured background:

SYMBOLS EXPLANATION

G FOR GENERAL EXHIBITION

PG PARENTAL GUIDANCE RECOMMENDED FOR PERSONS UNDER

15 YEARS

M 15 + RECOMMENDED FOR MATURE AUDIENCES 15 YEARS AND OVER
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MA 15 + RESTRICTIONS APPLY TO PERSONS UNDER THE AGE OF 15

YEARS

R 18 + RESTRICTED TO ADULTS 18 YEARS AND OVER
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PART IV

RESTRICTED PUBLICATIONS AREAS

14. (1) A person may establish, construct and manage a restricted publications area as the
whole or part of any premises where the greater proportion of the business conducted on such
premises is devoted to the sale of publications, other than films, including books, magazines or
other related materials or to the sale of goods commonly known as marital aids or sex aids
provided that:

(a) the interior of such area cannot be seen from without and is equipped at each entrance
with a gate or similar device capable of being fastened to exclude persons when such
area is not in use; and

(b) a notice bearing the words "RESTRICTED PUBLICATIONS AREA—PERSONS
UNDER EIGHTEEN YEARS OF AGE MAY NOT ENTER. THE PUBLIC ARE
WARNED THAT SOME PUBLICATIONS DISPLAYED HEREIN MAY CAUSE
OFFENCE" is displayed prominently at all entrances to such area; and

(c) the person selling, displaying or exhibiting the restricted publications or an adult
employed by him is in attendance in such area at all times when the public are
permitted access to that area.

(2) No person shall establish, construct or manage a restricted publications area except in
accordance with this regulation.

(3) Any person who is in breach of or fails to comply with this regulation shall be guilty of
an offence and liable to a penalty not exceeding $1 000.

15. (1) A person who is in charge of or in attendance at a restricted publications area shall
not knowingly permit a minor to enter the restricted publications area.

(2) Any person who is in breach of or fails to comply with this regulation shall be guilty of
an offence and liable to a penalty not exceeding $1 000.

16. (1) A person who is a minor shall not enter a restricted publications area.

(2) Any person who is in breach of or fails to comply with this regulation shall be guilty of
an offence and liable to a penalty not exceeding $1 000.
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PART V

MISCELLANEOUS

Alteration of films
17. (1) Pursuant to and for the purposes of section 14(4) of the Act a classified publication

that is a film may be altered:

(a) to the extent that material is deleted so far as is necessary to effect repairs to the film;

(b) to the extent that material contained in a trailer is deleted; and

(c) to the extent of adding, in the form of a trailer, excerpts from another film which has
previously been given the same classification as or a lower classification than the
classified film concerned.

(2) For the purposes of subregulation (1) of this regulation "G" is the lowest classification,
"PG" is the second lowest classification, "M" is the third lowest classification, "MA" is the fourth
lowest classification and "R" is the highest classification.

18. (1) A person shall not advertise a film that is not classified.

(2) Any person who is in breach of or fails to comply with this regulation shall be guilty of
an offence and liable to a penalty not exceeding $2 000.

19. (1) A person or body specified, or of a class specified, in the first column of Schedule 2
is, subject to any applicable condition set out in the second column of Schedule 2, exempt from
the provisions of the Act in respect of the distribution, delivery or exhibition of, or other dealing
with, restricted publications.

(2) A person or body specified, or of a class specified, in the first column of Schedule 3 is,
subject to any applicable condition set out in the second column of Schedule 3, exempt from the
provisions of the Act in respect of the distribution, delivery or exhibition of, or other dealing with,
films.

(3) A person ceases to have the benefit of an exemption under subregulation (2) if the
person deals with a film pursuant to the exemption and the Board subsequently—

(a) classifies the film otherwise than as "G";

or

(b) refrains from classifying the film.

(4) For the purposes of Schedule 2 and Schedule 3—

"council" means a municipal or district council and includes a body exercising the powers of
a municipal or district council:

"institute" has the same meaning as in the Libraries Act, 1982:
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"sporting club" means a club, association or other body formed to promote participation in,
or the enjoyment of, sport:

"sporting film" means a film that is solely or predominantly devoted to depicting a sport or
instruction in, or training for, a sport.

* * * * * * * * * *
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SCHEDULE 1

South Australia

CLASSIFICATION OF PUBLICATIONS ACT, 1974

CLASSIFICATION OF PUBLICATIONS BOARD

APPLICATION FOR REVIEW OF CLASSIFICATION UNDER SECTION 15

Title or description of publication (and author if
known). (If a periodical show volume No., issue
No., date of issue.)

Type of publication (e.g. Paperback, Poster, Comic,
Book, Magazine, Film, Slide.)

Name and address of publisher.

Date of publication.

Has the publication been classified previously in
Australia?

If so, how, and by whom?

Name and address of applicant (and telephone
number, if any).

Statement of interest in applying for review of
classification. (e.g. Importer/Publisher/Distributor/
Retailer/offended person.)

Any features to which you wish to draw particular
attention should be listed (in an attached statement if
necessary).

Copies of the publication are submitted herewith for consideration.

To the Registrar,
Classification of Publications Board,
Adelaide.

....................................
Signature of Applicant
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SCHEDULE 2

Exemptions in respect of restricted Conditions of exemption
publications

1. State Library of South Australia. In relation to any library exempted under this
schedule

2. The State Film and Video Library That the library install and
of South Australia (a division maintain a system that prevents
of the South Australian Film the distribution, delivery or
Corporation). exhibition of restricted publications to minors.

3. Public libraries maintained and
managed by councils.

4. Libraries administered by
institutes.

5. Libraries managed and administered
by—

(a) the Council of the
University of Adelaide;

(b) the Council of the
Flinders University
of South Australia;

(c) the Council of the South
Australian Institute of
Technology;

or

(d) the Council of the South
Australian College of
Advanced Education.

6. The Agricultural Video Information That the Agricultural Video
Digest. Information Digest maintain a system that

prevents the distribution, delivery or exhibition
of restricted publications to minors.
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SCHEDULE 3

Exemptions in respect of films Conditions of exemption

1. The proprietors of Video That the exemption extends only
Entertainment Systems, to the distribution to hotels,
123 Gouger Street, Adelaide. clubs and similar establishments of films

depicting games of Australian Rules Football
played not more than 6 days prior to distribution.

2. The proprietors, customers That the exemption extends only
and members of a hotel, club to dealing with films depicting
or other similar establishment. games of Australian Rules Football played not

more than 6 days previously.

3. The members of a sporting club. That the exemption extends only to clubs dealing
with sporting films.

4. The proprietors of That the exemption extends only
Motorsport Video, to dealing with sporting films.
1 Hampshire Road,
Glen Waverley,
Victoria.

5. Pharlow Productions Pty Ltd, That the exemption extends only
2 Trennery Street, to dealing with sporting films.
West Richmond.

6. The Queen Victoria Hospital That the exemption extends only
Incorporated, to dealing with films that relate
The Queen Victoria Hospital to obstetrics, gynaecology,
Foundation Incorporated, neonatal paediatrics or similar
160 Fullarton Road, topics.
Rose Park.

7. Dr. P.S. Slatter, That the exemption extends only
315 Magill Road, to dealing with films that relate
Trinity Gardens. to veterinary surgery.

8. The proprietors of That the exemption extends only
Video Tape Ministry, to dealing with films that are
27 Sturt Street, produced for religious purposes.
Adelaide.

9. V.T.S. Systems Pty Ltd That the exemption extends only
78 Fullarton Road, to dealing with films that relate
Norwood. to the promotion of tourism.

10. C.V.P. Pty. Ltd., That the exemption extends only
Trading as T.T.V. to dealing with sporting films
Video Books, or films of an educational or
83 Gilles Street, instructional nature.
Adelaide.
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11. Spencer Gulf Telecasters That the exemption extends only
Limited, to dealing with films that are
76 Wandearah Road, recordings of programmes
Port Pirie. produced and broadcasted by Spencer Gulf

Telecasters Limited.

12. Alexander Morrison, and Agnes The exemption extends only to
Dalgeish Whitehead Morrison, dealings with films designed to
13 Bowering Street, promote tourism.
Millicent, South Australia.

13. The A.N.I. Corporation Limited That the exemption extends only
trading as Selby Anax at to dealing with films that are of
69 Anzac Highway an educational or instructional
Ashford 5035. nature in the field of medicine.

14. Acre Industries (Australia) That the exemption extends only
Pty. Ltd., to dealing with films that are
4 Cooder Crescent, of an educational or
Morphett Vale. instructional nature.

15. The proprietors of Common Films, That the exemption extends only
41 Percival Road Stanmore to dealing with the film "We
New South Wales and members of Come From The Land".
the Jerringa and Wreck Bay
Aboriginal communities.

16. The Sydney Tramway Museum of That the exemption extends only
Princess Highway, Loftus, to dealing with the film "Sydney
New South Wales. Tramway Memories Reel Three".

17. The Queensland Centre for the That the exemption extends only
Prevention of Child Abuse. t o d e a l i n g w i t h t h e f i l m " C h i l d

Abuse—Confronting the Problem".

18. The Adult Literacy Information That the exemption extends only
Office, Department of T.A.F.E., to dealing with the film series
New South Wales. "Between the lines".

19. Film Victoria, 409 King Street, That the exemption extends only
Melbourne, Victoria. to dealing with films produced by Film Victoria

of an educational or instructional nature.

20. The Queensland Centre for the That the exemption extends only
Prevention of Child Abuse, to dealing with the film "The
G.P.O. Box 806, Brisbane, Teenager, The Parent, and How
Queensland. to Survive".

21. SHHH Australia Inc., 1334 That the exemption extends only
Pacific Highway, Turramurra, to dealing with the film "Hearing
New South Wales. Loss: The Invisible Handicap".

22. The Queensland Centre for the That the exemption extends only
Prevention of Child Abuse, to dealing with the film "Look
GPO Box 806, After Yourself".
Brisbane, Queensland.
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23. The Jundah Aboriginal Corporation, That the exemption extends only
GPO Box 65, to dealing with the films "Knock
Murgon, Queensland. Off, I’ll Tell On You"

and "Hey Youfellows, It’s Time".

24. Bladons Australia Pty. Ltd., That the exemption extends only
283 Penshurst Street, to dealing with the film "Sydney
Willoughby, New South Wales. Inside Out".

25. Nolcorp Pty. Ltd. That the exemption extends only
trading as Space and Video to dealing with the film "History
Entertainment, GPO Box in the Making".
1293, Mackay, Queensland.
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SCHEDULE 4

Size of markings

Marking Where displayed—

in accordance in a printed in a printed in any other
with reg. 11c advertisement advertisement other printed
or 11d consisting consisting of advertisement

of a one a day bill occupying an
sheet poster area of 150cm2 or

more

CLASSIFICATION
SYMBOL

geometric 48 pts. long 108 pts. long 67 pts. long 20 pts. long
symbol for 36 pts. high 81 pts. high 50 pts. high 16 pts. high
PG" films

geometric 48 pts. high 108 pts. high 67 pts. high 20 pts. high
symbol for
other films

letter 24 pts. high 54 pts. high 34 pts. high 10 pts. high
forming
part of
geometric
symbol

numerals 16 pts. high 36 pts. high 22 pts. high 7 pts. high
and plus
sign ("M",
"MA" or "R"
film only)

CLASSIFICATION 12 pts. high 27 pts. high 17 pts. high 6 pts. high
DESCRIPTION

CONSUMER 10 pts. high 22 pts. high 14 pts. high 6 pts. high
ADVICE
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APPENDIX

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY

Part I heading: inserted by 74, 1990, reg. 3
Regulation 3: definition of "A.C.T. law" inserted by 77, 1993, reg. 3

definition of "trailer" inserted by 74, 1990, reg. 4
Regulation 5: substituted by 77, 1993, reg. 4
Regulation 5a: inserted by 16, 1987, reg. 2; varied by 77, 1993, reg. 5
Regulation 6: varied by 188, 1985, reg. 2
Part II heading: inserted by 74, 1990, reg. 5
Section 7a: inserted by 74, 1990, reg. 5
Regulation 10: varied by 155, 1986, reg. 2; revoked by 74, 1990, reg. 6
Regulation 11: varied by 74, 1990, reg. 7
Part III and Division I

headings: inserted by 74, 1990, reg. 8
Regulation 11a: inserted by 74, 1990, reg. 8
Regulation 11a(2): varied by 77, 1993, reg. 6
Regulation 11b: inserted by 74, 1990, reg. 8
Regulation 11b(3): varied by 77, 1993, reg. 7
Regulations 11c - 11f: inserted by 74, 1990, reg. 8
Regulation 12: varied by 74, 1990, reg. 9
Division II heading: inserted by 74, 1990, reg. 10
Regulation 13: substituted by 74, 1990, reg. 10
Regulation 13a: inserted by 74, 1990, reg. 10
Regulation 13a(2): varied by 77, 1993, reg. 8
Regulation 13b: inserted by 74, 1990, reg. 10
Division III heading: inserted by 74, 1990, reg. 10
Regulation 13c: inserted by 74, 1990, reg. 10
Regulation 13c(2): varied by 77, 1993, reg. 9
Part IV heading: inserted by 74, 1990, reg. 11
Part V heading: inserted by 74, 1990, reg. 12
Regulation 17(1): varied by 74, 1990, reg. 13
Regulation 17(2): varied by 77, 1993, reg. 10
Regulation 19: substituted by 155, 1986, reg. 3
Regulations 20 - 23: revoked by 155, 1986, reg. 3
Schedule 2: varied by 152, 1985, reg. 2; substituted by 155, 1986, reg. 4
Schedule 3: substituted by 155, 1986, reg. 4

Item 5: varied by 202, 1986, reg. 2(a)
Item 10: inserted by 202, 1986, reg. 2(b)
Item 11: inserted by 16, 1987, reg. 3
Item 12: inserted by 92, 1987, reg. 2
Item 13: inserted by 261, 1987, reg. 2
Item 14: inserted by 270, 1987, reg. 2; substituted by 22, 1988, reg. 2
Item 15: inserted by 242, 1988, reg. 2
Item 16: inserted by 81, 1989, reg. 2
Item 17: inserted by 211, 1989, reg. 2
Item 18: inserted by 4, 1990, reg. 2
Item 19: inserted by 27, 1990, reg. 2
Item 20: inserted by 62, 1990, reg. 2
Item 21: inserted by 129, 1991, reg. 2
Item 22: inserted by 172, 1991, reg. 2
Item 23: inserted by 46, 1992, reg. 2
Item 24: inserted by 11, 1993, reg. 2
Item 25: inserted by 90, 1993, reg. 3


